
 

 

[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ ជី មុនីវង]់  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Chi Monivong]  

 
[00:00]  
 

ខT U ំWទេYZ ះ ជី មុនីវង់ េភទ]បស̂ និង ខT U ំ&ន`យុ៣០c# ំេdកe Uងc# ំថZីេនះ។ 
ទីលំេdរបស់ខT U ំបចj Uបkន#  គឺសn ិតេdភូមិ ]សះ]សង់pងេជqង សrs ត់អងtរធំ 
]កង̂េសvមwប និងេខត1េសvមwប។ សពyៃថ{េនះ ខT U ំ&ន]បពន| រចួេហqយ។ 
េហqយខT U ំ&នកូនចំនួនពីរ�ក់។  
My name is Chi Monivong, male; and I am 30 years old. My current address is 
located in north Sras Srang village, Sangkat Angkor Thom, Krong Siem Reap 
and Siem Reap province. I am married. And I have two children.  

 
�រrររបស់ខT U ំសពyៃថ{ ខT U ំ�ម�ន1 ីបរ �*n ន កe Uងតំបន់�រ�រេទសចរណ៍អងtរ។ 
�រ ��ល័យខT U ំសn ិតេdទល់មុខកែន�ងលក់សំបុ]ត�ស់។  
I am an officer in the Environment Department of Angkor Tourism. My office is 
situated in front of a previous ticket selling place.  

 
ខT U ំ&នែតប៉ុណ� ឹង។  
I have only this [to say].  

 
[00:33]  
 
េតqបងេធy q�រេdទីេ�ះWនប៉ុ�Z នc# ំេហqយ? 
How long have you been working there?  
 

ខT U ំWនេធy q�រេdទីេ�ះWនរយៈេពល]Wំc# ំេហqយ។  [និ�យម1ងេទvត៖ 
ខT U ំWនេធy q�រេdទីេ�ះWនរយៈេពល]Wំc# ំេហqយ។]  
I have been working there for five years now. [Repeats answer] I have been 
working there for five years now. 

  
បងកំពុង�ន់អង¢ £ចេពលេនះ។ េតqបងេចះេធy qអង¢ £ចែដរឬេទ? 
You are holding an Angkuoch in your hand. Do you know how to make Angkuoch?   
 

ខT U ំកំពុង�ន់អង¢ £ច េហqយខT U ំក៏េចះេធy qអង¢ £ចែដរ។ ខT U ំេចះេធy q 
េហqយខT U ំWនេធy qWនបួនឬ]Wំc# ំែដរ។ ែតេdេពលែដលខT U ំេធy q�រេពញេ&៉ង 
ខT U ំមិនសូវ&នេពលេធy qដូច�លេdផ©ះេទvតេទ។ ខT U ំមិនWនេdផ©ះេទ។ 
ែតេdេពលែដលបង]សីចង់ដឹងអំពី�រេធy qអង¢ £ច ខT U ំក៏េធy q និងេរvបwប់]Wប់។ 
I am holding Angkuoch and I also know the Angkuoch making process.  I know 
how to make Angkuoch and I made them for four or five years. When I got my 
full time job, however, I did not have time to do so, as I no longer had free 
time to be at home. I do not have a lot of time to stay home now. But when 
you wanted to witness the Angkuoch making process, I decided to do this and 
show you.  

 
[01:09] 
 
េតqបងេរvនេធy qអង¢ £ច¯ំងពីេពល°? 
When did you learn to make Angkuoch?  
 

ខT U ំWនេរvន... ខT U ំមិនWន�ំc# ំែដរ។ េបqគិតេមqលេ± ខT U ំេធy q¯ំងពីខT U ំ`យុ២៤c# ំ។ 
េហqយឥឡ¶ វេនះ ខT U ំ`យុ៣០c# ំេហqយ។ ·េ]ចqនែដរ។  



 

 

I learned… I do not remember in what year. I think I learned to make this 
instrument when I was 24 years old. Now I am 30 years old now. It has been 
many years.  

 
ខT U ំWនឈប់េធy qអង¢ £ច...ខT U ំេធy qអង¢ £ចWនរយៈេពលបួនc# ំ។ េពលែដលខT U ំ&ន�រrរេធy q 
ខT U ំមិនសូវ&នេពលេធy qអង¢ £ចេទvតេទ។ ខT U ំមិនWនេធy q។ េពលែដលពុកទំេនរ 
½ត់ែតងែតេធy q�មួយេ¾½ត់ចំនួនពីរ�ក់។ ពួកេគេចះេធy qអង¢ £ចេនះែដរ។  
I stopped making Angkuoch. I stopped making it four years ago now. When I 
got my full time job, I did not have time to do it. I could not do it. When my 
father is free, he always makes Angkuoch with his two grandsons. They know 
how to make Angkuoch too.  

 
[01:48]  
 
េតqបងេរvនេធy qអង¢ £ច¯ំងពីបងេd�សិសÀ? 
Did you learn to make Angkuoch when you were a student?  
 

�លែដលខT U ំ�ប់េផ1qមេធy qអង¢ £ចេ�ះ ខT U ំេdេរvនែដរ។ ខT U ំេរvនÁ# ក់ទី១២។ 
េពលែដលេចញមកពីេរvនវ �ញ ខT U ំទំេនរ។ េហqយខT U ំក៏េធy qបួនដប់ស]&ប់លក់ឱÄេគ។ 
ខT U ំទទួលWន២០០០០ េរvលកe Uងអង¢ Åចចំនួន២០។ �លេ�ះ បងខT U ំឱÄ។ 
ខT U ំទុក·]½ន់ស]&ប់េ±េរvន។  
When I started to make Angkuoch, I was studying too. I learned to make it 
when I was in grade 12. When I came home from school, I had free time. Then 
I started to make a dozen Angkuoch for selling. I earned 20, 000 Riel [c. USD5] 
by selling 20 Angkuoch. At that time, my brother nominated that price and 
would buy them from me [to on-sell]. I kept that money for my study.  

 
[02:13]  
 
េតqបងេចះេធy qអង¢ £ច]បេភទអy ី? 
What type of Angkuoch did you make?  
 

អង¢ £ចេនះេធy qពីឬសÀី។ Éល់ែតឬសÀីេ.ក ឬឬសÀីៃ]ពេទqប`ចេធy qWន។ 
េបqខT U ំេ]បqឬសÀីបំពង់ ·នឹងមិនលឺសេម�ងេទ េÊយ*រ·�]បេភទឬសÀី*ច់េស1 qង។ 
·ទន់។  
That type of Angkuoch was made from bamboo. It could be made from local 
or wild bamboo. If I used another type of bamboo [like that used to make 
palm juice containers], it would not work because that [bamboo] is thin and 
soft.  

 
[02:34] 
 
េហតុអy ីWន�េពលេ�ះបងចង់េចះេធy qអង¢ £ច? 
Why did you want to make Angkuoch at that time?  
 

�លេ�ះ ខT U ំេ±េរvន។ ខT U ំ½Z ន�រrរអy ីេធy qេទ។ ដូេច#ះ ខT U ំទំេនរេdផ©ះ។ 
េពលែដលពុកខT U ំេធy q ខT U ំក៏�ប់េធy qែដរ។ ពុកខT U ំ]Wប់Á េបqខT U ំេធy qអង¢ £ច 
ខT U ំ`ចលក់Wនលុយ ១០០០េរvល េ± ២០០០េរvល។ ខT U ំេធy q¯ម½ត់។ 
ខT U ំ̀ ចេធy qមួយកe Uងមួយៃថ{Wនបួនដប់ ខT U ំ`ចWនលុយេ±េរvន។ [េសqច...]  
At that time, I was studying. I did not have any work. So I was free at home. 
When my father made Angkuoch, I started to copy him. My father told me that 
if I make Angkuoch, I could earn 1000 Riel to 2000 Riel per piece. I obeyed 
him. I could make a dozen Angkuoch and I could support my study. [Laughs…]  



 

 

 
[02:55]  
 
េពលេ�ះ េតqអ#ក°ជួយលក់អង¢ £ចឱÄបង? េតqបងេ±លក់េÊយខÌ £នឯង? 
Who helped you to sell your Angkuoch? Did you go to sell them by yourself?  
 

បង]បស̂ខT U ំបេងs qត�អ#កលក់េdកe Uង]W*ទ¯]ពហZ ។ ចួន�ល 
½ត់�អ#កយកេ±។ ចួន�ល &នអ#កដៃទមកយកេ±លក់ែដរ។ េគកុមZង់ ១០ ២០ 
ឬ៣០។ េគកុមZង់¯មតិចឬេ]ចqន¯ម�រលក់។ េបqេគលក់Êច់េ]ចqន 
េគកុមZង់េ]ចqន។ ែតបង]បស̂ខT U ំ ½ត់មកយក�]ប�ំ។ ចួន�ល ២០ ជួន�ល១០។ 
ឱÄែត&ន ½ត់យក·េ±លក់។ Îគេ]ចqន ខT U ំលក់ឱÄបង]បស̂ខT U ំ។  
My brother was a seller at Ta Prohm temple. Sometimes he took them to sell. 
Sometimes, there were other buyers who wanted to [on-]sell them. They took 
10, 20 or 30 [from me to on-sell]. They ordered more or less depending on 
their sales. If they could sell well, they ordered many. However, my brother 
took orders regularly [from me]. Sometimes he took 20 or 10. Whenever I had 
them, he took them [to sell]. Most of the time, I sold them to my brother.  

 
[03:33]  
 
េតqបងេចះេធy qអង¢ £ចមកពី°? 
Who did you learn how to make Angkuoch from?  
 

ខT U ំេចះេធy qអង¢ Åចេនះមកពីឪពុករបស់ខT U ំ។ ឪពុកខT U ំេធy qេពលទំេនរ។ �លេ�ះយូរេហqយ! 
េពលេនះ ½ត់�ស់េហqយ។ េពលែដល½ត់ទំេនរ េហqយ½ត់មិន&នអy ីេធy q 
½ត់េធy qអង¢ £ចលក់េដqមkីជីវÎព។ ½ត់េធy qស]&ប់លក់។ េពលែដល½ត់េធy q 
េហqយ½ត់េឃqញខT U ំទំេនរ ½ត់ក៏ឱÄខT U ំេរvនេធy qែដរ។ អÓÔ ឹងេហqយ 
ខT U ំក៏េចះេធy qរហូតមកដល់ឥឡ¶ វ។  
I learned how to make Angkuoch from my father. My father made them when 
he had free time. That was a long time ago. But now, he is getting old. When 
he was free, he did not have things to do. So then he made Angkuoch to 
generate income. He made them to sell. When he did that and he saw me free, 
he told me to do it too. That is why I still know how to make Angkuoch .  

 
[04:00]  
 
អបÕញ់មិញ បង]Wប់Áបងេចះេធy qអង¢ £ច¯ំងពី]Wំមួយc# ំមុន! ដូេច#ះ ខT U ំចង់ដងឹÁ 
េតqេពលេ�ះបងេធy qwល់ៃថ{?  ឬមួយ`ទិតÄម1ង? ឬ�៉ង°?  
Just now, you said that you learned to make Angkuoch six years ago. So I would like 
to know whether you made it every day? Once a week? Or something else?  
 

¯ំងពីេពល�ប់េផ1qម ខT U ំេធy q·wល់ៃថ{។ ខT U ំេធy qwល់ៃថ{។ កe Uងមួយៃថ{ ខT U ំេធy q ១០ ឬ១៥។ 
េបqៃថ{° ខT U ំមិនWនេរvន ខT U ំេធy qែតមួយៃថ{ ឬកន�ះៃថ{។ ខT U ំ`ចេធy qWនេ]ចqន។ ជួន�ល 
ខT U ំ`ចេធy qWន២០,  ១៥ ឬ២៥។ េពលែដលមិនWនេ±េរvន ខT U ំេdផ©ះ។ 
េបq&នេពលេ]ចqន ខT U ំេធy qWនេ]ចqន។ េបq&នេពលតិច ខT U ំេធy qWនតិច។  
When I started making Angkuoch, I did it every day. I did it every day. I could 
make 10 to 15 per day. On the days when I did not go to school, I spent time 
to make them all day long, or half of a day. I could make a lot. Sometimes I 
could make 20, 15 or 25. When I had no classes, I stayed at home. If I had a lot 
of time, I could do more. If I had less time, I could do less.  

 
[04:49]  
 



 

 

េបq�រមួ បងេធy qWនប៉ុ�Z នc# ំេហqយ? 
How long have you made Angkuoch?  
 

ដូចខT U ំWននិ�យ ខT U ំWនេធy q·ចំនួនបួនc# ំេហqយ។ ]បែហលបួន ឬបីc# ំ។ 
ខT U ំមិនWន�ំែដរ។ ¯ំងែតពីេពលែដលខT U ំចូលេធy q�រ ខT U ំឈប់។ 
¯ំងែតពីេពលែដលខT U ំចូលេធy q�រ ខT U ំអត់&នេពល េÊយ*រែត�រrរខT U ំរវល់ែដរ។ 
ឥឡ¶ វ េគមិនចង់ទិញេទvតេទ។ ខT U ំមិនដឹងែដរ។ អ#កលក់Á េគលក់មិនÊច់។ 
ខT U ំមិនដឹងែដរ េÊយ*ររបស់េនះសល់ពីយូរលង់មកេហqយ។  
As I told you, I have not made Angkuoch for four years now. Around four or 
three years. I do not remember. I stopped when I got a full-time job. Since I 
got a job, I have not had time because I am very occupied with my work. Now, 
people do not want to buy [Angkuoch]. I do not understand why. The sellers 
told me that they could not sell them well. I have no idea why, yet this 
instrument has been left to us from our ancestors.  

 
[05:25]  
 
េ]Úពីេធy qឧបករណ៍អង¢ £ច េតqបងេចះេធy qឧបករណ៍ដ៏ៃទេទvតេទ? 
Besides making Angkuoch, do you make other instruments too?  
 

ខT U ំេធy qអy ីេទvតេទ? ខT U ំេធy qែតប៉ុណ# ឹង។ ែតអង¢ £ចមួយមុខ។ េពលមុន ខT U ំេធy q·។ 
ែតដល់េពលខT U ំឈប់ ខT U ំឈប់េធy q·រហូតដល់សពyៃថ{។ 
What other instruments do I make? I make only that instrument. Only 
Angkuoch! Before, I made it. But now I have stopped and I have stopped until 
now.   

 
[05:42]  
 
េតqបង�ប់េផ1qមេលងអង¢ £ច េពលែដលបង�ប់េផ1qមេធy q·? 
When you started to play it, did you also start to make it?  
 

េពលែដលខT U ំ�ប់េផ1qមេធy qអង¢ £ច ខT U ំក៏�ប់េផ1qមÜ© ត់·ែដរ។ មុនដំបូង 
ខT U ំÜ© ត់មិនលឺេទ។ ែតេdេពលែដលបង]បស̂ខT U ំ]Wប់ណពីរេបvបៃន�រÜ© ត់ 
ខT U ំ`ចÜ© ត់លឺធមZ¯។ េបqខT U ំេធy q· េហqយ·Ü© ត់មិនលឺ �រេលងក៏មិន`ចលឺែដរ។ 
·ប៉ុណ� ឹង!  
When I started to make Angkuoch, I started to ‘flick’. At first, I could not play 
correctly. But when my brother told me a playing technique, I could play it. If I 
made it and it could not produce any sound, it would make no sound either in 
the real playing. That’s it.  
  
�រេលងរបស់·&នេភ�ងអy ីក៏ខT U ំមិនេចះែដរ។ ខT U ំដឹង]តឹមែតÜ© ត់�៉ង°ឱÄ·លឺ។  
I could not make any rhythm with Angkuoch. I could only make it produce a 
sound.  

 
េចះែតÜ© ត់ឱÄលឺែបបេនះ! [បrà ញ]  
Produce a sound like this! [Demonstrates] 
 
ខT U ំេចះែតប៉ុេណ� ះ។ ខT U ំមិនេចះÊក់េភ�ងអy ីេទ។ [េសqច...] 
I know only this. I cannot make any rhythm. [Laughs…]  

 
[06:18]  
 
¯ំងែតពីបងេចះេលងមក េតqបងេdែតបន1Ü© ត់េលងមករហូត? 



 

 

Since you know how to play, have you kept playing until now?  
 

ខT U ំេចះÜ© ត់េលងែតប៉ុេណ� ះ។ [េសqច...] ខT U ំមិនដឹងេធy q�៉ងេម៉ច។  
 I play it for fun only. [Laughs…] I do not know.  
 

ខT U េំចះÜ© ត់េលងែតប៉ុណ� ឹង។ [េសqច...] 
I just play it for fun. [Laughs…] 
 

�ទូេ± េតqបងេលងម1ងប៉ុ�Z ន�ទី?  
How many minutes do you normally play for?  
 

ខT U ំÜ© ត់ែតមួយែភ�តៗេពលែដលខT U ំេធy q។ ឧÉហរណ៍ េពលែដលខT U ំេធy q ខT U ំចិតក· 
រចួខT U ំÜ© ត់... 
I play for a few seconds as I’m making it. For example, when I carve, when I 
carve its neck then I play. [Demonstrates]  

 
ខT U ំÜ© ត់ែតប៉ុណ� ឹង។ េបqសិន�·លឺ ខT U ំឈប់Ü© ត់េ±។ េបqសិន�·មិនលឺ 
ខT U ំនឹងចិតបែនnមេទvត េដqមkីឱÄ·&នសេម�ងលឺp� ងំ។ ប៉ុណ� ឹង! 
I play like this. If it produces a sound, I stop playing. If it does not produce a 
sound, I will carve it more to make it produce a louder sound. That’s it.  

 
េ]Úពីេចះេលងអង¢ £ច  េតqបងេចះេលងឧបករណ៍អy ីេផÀងេទvតេទ? 
Besides Angkuoch, do you play other instruments?  
 

អត់េទ! ខT U ំេចះែតប៉ុណ� ឹង។ ខT U ំមិនេចះេលងឧបករណ៍អy ីេផÀងេទvតេទ។  
No! I only know this one. I do not play other instruments.  

 
អត់េចះេលងេទ? 
You don’t know any others?  
 

Wទ! មិនេចះេទ!  
That’s right, I don’t.  

 
ខT U ំេចះÜ© ត់អង¢ £ចេនះេÊយ*រខT U ំ�អ#កេធy q។ េបqខT U ំមិនេចះ ·មិនេកqត។ ដូេច#ះ 
ខT U ំ]ត¶វេរvនÜ© ត់·ឱÄលឺ។ ែតេបqេធy q�សេម�ងចry ក់ ខT U ំមិនេចះ។ ខT U ំ]ត¶វេរvនÜ© ត់·ឱÄលឺ 
េហqយេគÁពិេwះ។ [េសqច...] 
I know how to play Angkuoch because I used to make them. It would not be 
possible to make them if I did not know the playing. So I had to learn to play. 
But if you wanted me to make a rhythm through my Angkuoch playing, I do 
not know how. When I produce a good sound from the Angkuoch, people say 
that it is nice. [Laughs…]  

 
[07:09]  
 
េតqបងចូលចិត1Ü© ត់េdេពល°? 
When do you like to play?  
 

ចូលចិត1Ü© ត់? េពលែដលខT U ំេធy q ខT U ំ]ត¶វ�រÜ© ត់។ ចួន�ល ខT U ំÜ© ត់េពលែដលខT U ំេធy qរចួ។ 
ចួន�ល ខT U ំÜ© ត់េdេពលែដល&នេភåæវមកç^ំWយផ©ះ&1 យខT U ំ។ ចួន�ល 
ខT U ំលក់Êច់។ ចួន�ល ខT U ំលក់មិនÊច់។  
Like to play? When I made them, I had to play. Sometimes I played when I 
finished the making process. Sometimes I played when there were customers 



 

 

who came to eat food at my mother’s house. Sometimes, I could sell well. 
Sometimes, no one bought them.  

 
លក់េÊយខÌ £នឯង�៉ងេម៉ច? 
How is that?  
 

េពលែដល&នេភåæវ ខT U ំ�ន់យកេ±លក់។ េហqយខT U ំÜ© ត់ឱÄពួកេគ*1 ប់។ 
េពលែដល½ត់សួរÁ៖ េនះ�របស់អy ី។ ខT U ំ]Wប់Á៖ ·�អង¢ £ច។ េបq½ត់ចង់ដឹង 
និងចង់Wន ½ត់នឹងសួរពីរេបvបផÌ Uំ។  
When there were customers at home, I took the Angkuoch to sell. Then, I 
played for them. When they asked, ‘What is this?’. I told them that it is 
‘Angkuoch’. If they wanted to know more and buy it, they would ask me about 
the playing technique.  

 
¯ំងពីបងេចះេធy qអង¢ £ច េតqបងè� ប់បេ]ងæនអ#កេផÀងែដរឬេទ? 
Since you make Angkuoch, have you ever taught anyone else to make them?  
 

បេ]ងæនអ#កេផÀងឱÄេចះេធy qអង¢ £ចែដរ? 
Taught other people to make Angkuoch?  

 
�ស! 
Yes!  
 

ខT U ំមិនែដលWនបេ]ងæនេទ ែតឪពុកខT U ំបេ]ងæនេ¾របស់½ត់។ ែតចំេ�ះខT U ំ 
ខT U ំមិនWនបេ]ងæនេទ េÊយ*រខT U ំមិន&នេពលែដរ។ ខT U ំរវល់�រrរែដរ។ 
េបqកé £យរបស់ខT U ំ ពួកេគេរvនេចះពីជី¯។ ¯�អ#កបេ]ងæន។ េពលៃថ{េêរë ឬ`ទិតÄ 
ពួកេគមិនេ±េរvន ½ត់បេ]ងæនពួកេគឱÄេធy q។េពលែដលេធy qWន 
បង]បស̂ខT U ំ�អ#កទិញ។  
I have never taught anyone. However, my father taught his grandsons. For me, 
I could not teach because I do not have time. I am also busy with my work. My 
nephews learned to make Angkuoch from their grandpa.  
 
ែតេពលេនះ ពួកេគដូច�មិនេធy qេទ េÊយ*រពួកេគ�ប់រវល់េរvន។ 
េពលែដលពួកេគេរvនដល់Á# ក់ទី ៨ ឬទី៩  ពួកេគមិន&នេពលមកេធy qេទ 
េÊយ*រពួកេគរវល់េ±េរvន។ េហqយពុកខT U ំ និងខT U ំក៏រវល់�រrរែដរ។ ដូេច#ះេហqយ 
ពួកេយqងមិនសូវេធy q។ េហqយអ#កទិញក៏មិនសូវ&នែដរ។ បង]បស̂ខT U ំ គឺរវល់េធy q�រ 
ដូេច#ះក៏½Z នអ#កទិញ។ អ#កខ�ះក៏មិនសូវមករកទិញែដរ។  
But now they have stopped making it already because they have been busy 
with their studies. When they reached Grade 8 or 9 [at school], they did not 
have time to come because they needed to study. At the same time, my father 
is also busy with his work. That is why we do not make it now. And there are 
not many buyers either. My brother is busy with his work and so no one could 
come to buy them from us. No one comes to buy them from us.  

 
[08:43]  
 
េតqបងគិតÁ �រេលង និង�រេធy qអង¢ £ចេនះពិWកែដរឬេទ? 
Is the Angkuoch playing and making hard for you?  
 

ចំេ�ះខT U ំ េពលែដលខT U ំេចះេធy qែបបេនះេហqយ ខT U ំគិតÁ·មិនពិWកេទvតេទ។ 
ចំេ�ះអ#កែដលមិនេចះ ពួកេគគិតÁពិWក េÊយ*រ·]ត¶វ�រ�រÊប់ 
�រÊក់អ°1 ត  េហqយ]ត¶វចិតឬសÀីឱÄតូចៗ។ ដូេច#ះ ·ពិWកកe Uង�រេធy q។  



 

 

For me, once I knew the making process, I thought it was no longer hard. For 
those who do not know, they think it is hard because, in the process, it’s 
necessary to make a hole, put on the lamella and carve the bamboo into small 
pieces. So it seems hard to make.  

 
ចំេ�ះ�រផÌ Uំ អ#កខ� ះមិន`ចផÌ Uំលឺេទ។ អ#កមិនេចះÜ© ត់ ពួកេគមិន`ចÜ© ត់លឺេទ។ 
េគមិនេïÁ «�រផÌ Uំ» េទ េគេï·Á «�រÜ© ត់»។ Éល់ែតខÌ Uយេទqបេគេï «ផÌ Uំ»។ 
េគេï·Á «Ü© ត់»។  អ#កមិនេចះÜ© ត់ ពួកេគមិន`ចÜ© ត់លឺេទ។ 
For the blowing, some people cannot produce a sound from the Angkuoch. If 
they do not know the technique, they cannot play. We do not call it ‘blowing’, 
we call it ‘playing’. We say ‘blowing’ for khloy [Khmer flute]. We say ‘playing’ 
for this instrument. For those who do not know the technique, they cannot 
produce any sound.  

 
[09:14]  
 
[*កលkងេលង] 
[Tests playing]  
 

ប៉ះេធZញ! ចួន�ល ·មិនលឺេទ េÊយ*រ·�ប់នឹងអ°1 ត។ ខT U ំ]ត¶វ�រេរvនÜ© ត់ែដរ។ 
·មិនពិWកេពកេទ។  ·ចំ°យេពល�៉ងេ]ចqន  ១០េ±២០�ទី។  
It is hitting my teeth. Sometimes it does not produce any sound because it 
sticks to my tongue. I have had to learn too. It is not very difficult. It takes 10 
to 20 minutes maximum.  
  
ខT U ំ]ត¶វÊក់េគvបែបបេនះ។ 
I have to hold it like this.  

  
[*កលkងេលងឧបករណ៍]  
[Tests the instrument]  
 

ខT U ំ]ត¶វបេÓÔ ញខÄល់តិចៗ និងÜ© ត់ ដូេច#ះ·នឹងបេÓÔ ញសេម�ង។  
I have to release a soft breath and play so then it can produce a good sound.  

 
ទ]&ំែតបងេចះេធy q េតqបង]ត¶វចំ°យេពលយូរប៉ុ°� ?  
How long did it take you to learn the making process?  
 

េបqខT U ំ�ត់ឬសÀីរចួេ]សច និង&នកំ°ត់ឬសÀី`រទុករេបvបេនះ  និងយកមកពុះ 
ខT U ំ`ចចំ°យេពលពី១៥�ទ ីឬដប់�ទីកe Uង�រេធy qអង¢ £ចមួយ។ 
·ក៏`]ស័យនឹង�រេធy qេលòន ឬយឺតផងែដរ និង�ំបិតមុតែដរឬអត់។ 
·`]ស័យេលqអ#កេធy q។ ដូេច#ះ ខT U ំ`ចនិ�យWនÁ 
ខT U ំចំ°យេពល១៥�ទីេដqមkីេធy qអង¢ £ចមួយ។ រយៈេពល១៥�ទ ី
If I already have the bamboo in small pieces like this, I can chop them. [Then] I 
spend around 15 minutes or 10 minutes to make one Angkuoch. It depends on 
the making process and the knife. And it depends on the maker too. So I can 
say I spend 15 minutes to make one Angkuoch. 15 minutes!  

 
[10:19 - END]  
 
 


